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AUTHORITIES PRINCIPALLY RELIED UPON

25 U.S.C. § 1601. Congressional findings

‘The Congress finds the following:

(1) Federal health services to maintain and improve the healthofthe Indians are
consonant with and required by the Federal Government's historical and unique
legal relationship with, and resulting responsibility to, the American Indian people.

(2) A major national goalofthe United States is to provide the resources, processes,
and structure that will enable Indian tribes and tribal members to obtain the quantity
and quality of health care services and opportunities that will eradicate the health
disparities between Indians and the general populationofthe United States.

(3) A major national goal ofthe United States is to provide the quantity and quality
of health services which will permit the health status of Indians to be raised to the
highest possible level and to encourage the maximum participationof Indians in the
planning and managementofthose services.

(4) Federal health services to Indians have resulted in a reduction in the prevalence
and incidence of preventable illnesses among, and unnecessary and premature
deaths of, Indians.

(5) Despite such services, the unmet health needsof the American Indian people arc:
severe and the health statusofthe Indians is far below thatofthe general population
ofthe United States.

25US.C. § 5302(a). Congressional declarationofpolicy

(2) Recognitionofobligation of United States.
The Congress hereby recognizes the obligation of the United States to respond to
the strong expression of the Indian people for self-determination by assuring
‘maximum Indian participation in the direction of educational as well as other
Federal services to Indian communities so as to render such services more
responsive to the needs and desiresofthose communities.

(b) Declarationofcommitment
The Congress declares its commitment to the maintenance of the Federal
Government's unique and continuing relationship with, and responsibility to,
individual Indian tribes and to the Indian people as a whole through the

vi



establishment of a meaningful Indian self-determination policy which will permit
an orderly transition from the Federal domination of programs for, and services to,
Indians to effective and meaningful participation by the Indian people in the
planning, conduct, and administration ofthose programs and services.In accordance
with this policy, the United States is committed to supporting and assisting Indian
tribes in the development of strong and stable tribal governments, capable of
administering quality programs and developing the economies of their respective
communities.

(©) Declaration of national goal
‘The Congress declares that a major national goal of the United States is to provide
the quantity and quality of educational services and opportunities which will permit
Indian children to compete and excel in the life areasoftheir choice, and to achieve
the measureof self-determination essential to their social and economic well-being.

25 U.S.C. § 5381. Deflnitions

(a) In general.

(5) Inter-tribal consortium
‘The term “inter-tribal consortium” means a coalitionoftwo or more
separate Indian tribes that join together for the purposeof participating in
self-governance, including tribal organizations.

vii



INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE

Amicus Arctic Village Council is a federally recognized tribal government that is

responsible for the health, safety, and welfareof its members. Arctic Village is situated on

the southern boundary of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, along the east fork of the

Chandalar River. The Arctic Village Council exercises powers of self-govemance and

jurisdiction over its Neets’aji Gwich’in tribal citizens living within Arctic Village and is

responsible for delivering governmental services to its citizens. To best deliver services to

its tribal citizens, the Arctic Village Council isamemberofmultiple tribal service consortia

in the Interior region.

Amicus Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC) is a tribal consortium

serving the unique healthcare needsof 229 federally-recognized Alaska Native Tribes by

providing a wide range of medical, community health, and other services for more than

175,000 Alaska Native and American Indian people statewide. ANTHC hasa strong

interest in ensuring the application of laws that recognize tribal sovereignty and promote

tribal self-determination.

Amicus Council of Athabascan Tribal Govemments (CATG) is a tribal consortium

founded with the vision of self-sufficient communities with a shared commitment to

promoting common goals and taking responsibility for a culturally integrated economy

based on customary and traditional values in a contemporary setting. CATG is a

Indian Entities Recognized by and Eligible To Receive Services From the United States
‘Bureau of Indian Affairs, 86 Fed. Reg. 7554, 7557 (Jan. 29, 2021).
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consortiumoften Gwich’in and Koyukon Athabascan Tribes in the Yukon Flats, each of

which has a seat an CATG’s Board of Chiefs.

Amicus Maniilag Association (Maniilag) is an tribal consortium. Maniilaq is based

in Kotzebue and is controlled by 12 federally recognized Tribes. Maniilag provides

culturally relevant health, social, and Tribal governmental services to its member Tribes,

‘which are located in villages throughout Northwest Alaska in an area of approximately

38,000 square miles.

Amicus United Tribes of Bristol Bay (UTBB) is a tribally-chartered consortium of

15 federally recognized Tribes in Southwest Alaska. UTBB was created by tribal

resolutions which delegated governmental powers to UTBB to implement the Bristol Bay

Regional Visioning Project, a region-wide action plan developed by Bristol Bay's tribal

communities focused on improving economic development opportunities, preserving

cultural and subsistence resources, and increasing educational opportunities for tribal

youth. Accordingto its Bylaws, “UTBB is organizedas a consortiumoftribal governments

‘working to protect our traditional way of life and the natural resources that way of life

depends upon.”

Amicus SouthEast Alaska Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) is a tribal

consortium of 15 federally-recognized Tribes and is governed by a Board of Directors

comprised of members designated by each constituent Tribe. In SEARHC, Southeast

Alaska’s Tribes have pooled together their resources to allow for the efficient and

‘widespread provision of health care in isolated island and mainland communities. Among

2



the health care services SEARHC provides are medical, dental, optometry, physical

therapy, behavioral health, alcohol and substance abuse, and health promotion services.

Tribal sovereign immunity, including immunity for entities that act as arms of a

‘Tribe, is of paramount importance tothe above listed Amici. Each has a duty to their tribal

citizens and member Tribes to provide governmental services as directed. Tribal sovereign

immunity has a significant financial impact on each Amici as it affects the amounts of

limited funding that each Amici have to deliver these essential governmental services.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Tribal sovereign immunity is “settled law” in Alaska.’ Alaska Native Tribes are

sovereign and possess immunity from suit in Alaska state courts.” The question presented

in this case is whether that sovereign immunity extends to tribal consortia—organizations

comprisedofand directed by those sovereign Tribes to carry out govemmental functions.

Unlike larger tribal governments, such as some in the Lower 48, many Alaska tribal

‘governments lack sufficient resources to operate and maintain full-service govemment

*Douglas Indian Ass'n v. CentralCouncilofTlingit & Haida Indian TribesofAlaska, 403
P.3d 1172, 1176 (Alaska 2017) (quoting Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmy., 572 USS.
782,798 (2014).
* Id. (citing Atkinson v. Haldane, 569 P:2d 151, 162-63 (Alaska 1977) (“[Flederally
recognized tribes in Alaska are sovereign entities entitled to tribal sovereign immunity in
Alaska state court”); see also McCrary v. Ivanof Bay Vill., 265 P.3d 337, 342 (Alaska
2011) (“Because Ivanof Bay is a federally-recognized tribe, it is entitled to sovereign
immunity.”); Runyon ex rel. B.R. v. Ass'n of Vill. Council Presidents, 84 P.3d 437, 439
(Alaska 2004) (recognizing that Alaska Native Tribes, as sovereigns, possess immunity
from suit); Alaska Logistics, LLC v. Newtok Vill. Council, 357 F. Supp. 3d 916, 924 (D.
Alaska 2019) (reiterating that “[ilhere is a strong presumption against waiver of tribal
sovereign immunity.” (quoting Demontiney v. United States, 255 F.3d 801, 811 (9th Cir.
2001))).
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agencies, such as a Tribal Department of Health or Housing Authority, to meet their

citizens’ needs. Through tribal consortia, Alaska Tribes create a unified entity through

‘which they exercise collective government action, advocacy, and service delivery across

small and often isolated communities. Although they provide services to citizensof several

Tribes, Alaska tribal consortia play the same essential governmental role as a single larger

Tribe's Department of Health or Housing Authority.

For decades, federal policy has encouraged Tribes to form such consortia to

facilitate effective deliveryofservices to tribal citizens across Alaska. Yet the single-factor

test for sovereign immunity outlined by this Court in Runyon v. Association of Village

Council Presidents fails to adequately account for the breadth, complexity, or purpose of

the relationships between Tribes and their tribal organizations. In this brief, Amici seek to

provide the Court with an overviewofthe myriad ways in which tribal consortia in Alaska

are organized to perform essential governmental functions on behalf of their member

Tribes, and to encourage the Court to adopt the Ninth Circuit's multi-factor test outlined in

White v. University of California’ to provide a more comprehensive, nuanced framework

for Alaska courts to use when evaluating whether tribal consortia can assert the sovereign

immunity of their member Tribes.

ARGUMENT

LI TRIBALCONSORTIAAREAN ESSENTIAL EXPRESSION OF TRIBAL SELF-
DETERMINATION AND PROVIDE A VARIETY OF GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES TO

‘spsamest.
* 765 F.3d 1010, 1025 (9th Cir. 2014).
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‘THEIR MEMBER TRIBES.

A. Tribal Consortia Are ExpressionsofTribal Self-Determination.

Alaska Native Tribes have long taken advantageofthe benefits of joining together

10 create organizations to accomplish shared governmental objectives and provide services

to their citizens. These organizations are known as “tribal consortia,” “regional non-

profits,” or “tribal health organizations,”andtheir existenceinAlaska pre-dates statehood.”

Some Tribes have chosen to administer governmental services themselves and

operate their own health care, social service, and tribal programs." For some small and

remote Tribes, however, economies of scale make it extremely difficult to assume all

governmental services to which their citizens are entitled. These Tribes often choose to

join together to form self-governing consortia across communities. These consortia are

generally formed along cultural, historical, regional, and ecological bonds, and allow

Tribes to pool their resources and take advantage of efficiencies of scale when providing

© See Robert T. Anderson, Alaska Native Rights, Statehood, and Unfinished Business, 43
TULSA L. REV-—17, 32-33 (2007)-(quoting H.R. Subcomm. on Indian Affairsofthe H.
Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, Alaska Native Land Claims: Hearing on H.R.
11213, HR. 15049 and HR. 17129, 90th Cong. 117 (1968) (statement of Hon. Willie
Hensley, a Representative in the Alaska Legislature from the 17th District, Kotzbue,
Alaska) (describing how Alaska Native Peoples created regional organizations prior to
ANCSA to collaboratively address land claims, economic, and social concerns).
7 Tanana Chiefs Conference,OurHistory, hitps://www.tananachiefs org/about/our-history/
(describing the 1915 formalizationof a groupofChiefs from the Athabascan Tribes who
‘met with federal representatives to convey the Tribes’ social, economic, and subsistence
priorities).
* See, eg, Kenitze Indian Tribe, http://wwwkenaitze.org/about/ (describing. the
Dena’ina Wellness Center and a variety of tribal and social service programs).
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government services for their member Tribes, including social, educational, advocacy, and

health services.” Tribal consortia serve as a unified voice for their member Tribes and a

‘mechanism through which Tribes can engage in issues affecting their communities and

resources without incurring the heavy financial and administrative burden of each doing it

by themselves. Alaska’s geography demands creative governance solutions and tribal

consortia are a practical, efficient modeloftribal self-govemance.

B. Federal Policy Encourages and Supports Tribal Consortia in Alaska.

The federal policy of tribal self-determination is premised upon the legal

relationship between the United States and tribal governments. The right ofAlaska’s Tribes

to govern their affairs flows from a sovereignty existing prior to their inclusion within the

territorial boundsofthe United States. Tribal powersofself-government are recognized by

the United States Constitution, Acts of Congress, treaties, judicial decisions, and agency

practice.’ “A fundamental objective of the federal policy of Indian self-determination is

to increase the abilityoftribal governments to plan and deliver services appropriate to the

needs of tribal members.”"' Federal self-determination policy is flexible and allows Tribes

See Indian Health Serv, Tribal Health Organizations
hitps://www.ihs.gov/alaskatribalhealthorganizations (lst of self-governance Tribes and
Tribal Consortia that are Alaska Tribal Health Organizations with agreements with the
Indian Health Services); Bureau of Indian Affairs list of self-governance Tribes/Tribal
consortia in Alaska, available at https://on.doi.gov/3mrkSh?.
'° 5. Rep. No. 100-274 (Dec. 21, 1987) as reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.AN. 2620, **2622
(Select Committee on Indian Affairs Report).
"1d. at *+2624
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to design and deliver services “appropriate to their diverse demographic, geographic,

‘economic[,] and institutional needs.”

For decades the federal government has encouraged andsupportedthe formation of

tribal consortia in Alaska. ManyofAlaska’s tribal consortia are providing services that the

United States has a trust responsibility to provide to eligible Alaska Natives and American

Indians." It has been federal policy for the last 40 years to enhance tribal autonomy and

self-determination, and one of Congress's key laws effectuating this policy is the Indian

Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (ISDEAA)."* Congress enacted

ISDEAA to assure maximum tribal participation “and tribal control over administration of

federal programs”"* for Native communities in an effort to “render such services more

responsive to the needs and desires of those communitics.”'® ISDEAA provides the

‘mechanism for Tribes to assume responsibility for providing governmental services, and

in so doing fosters tribal autonomy, self-sufficiency, and self-determination.'” ISDEAA

2 1d. at +2625.
®25US.C.§ 1601.

Pub. L. No. 93-638, 88 Stat. 2203 (formerly codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 450-458aaa-18) 25
U.S.C. §§ 5301-5423.

'® Demontiney v. U.S. Dep'tofInterior, 255 F.3d 801, 806 (9th Cir. 2001).
125 US.C. § 5302(a).
"Indian Health Serv, Tribal Self-Governance Program,
https://www.ihs gov/selfgovernance/aboutus/ (recognizing that in choosing to delivery
formerly federal services, Tribes “exercise their sovereignty”); Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Alaska Region, Regional Indian Self-Determination Implementation Plan FY 2015, at |
(Jan. 2015), https://tinyurl.com/ploxzkb83 (“It is the Policy of the Alaska Region, Bureau
of Indian Affairs to provide for the maximum service delivery in the processing of

3



likewise specifically recognizes that Tribes can create tribal organizations, including inter-

tribal consortia, to function as arms of the Tribes and implement core governmental

functions.”

C. There Is No One Model—Tribal Consortia Exist as Their Member
Tribes Direct.

At the most fundamental level, self-determination is about Tribes’ sovereign ability

to create their own governance and service delivery solutions thatreflecttheir own cultures,

circumstances, priorities, and needs. Tribal consortia are formed by their member Tribes

for the purposeofcollectively providing governmental services that are appropriate to their

demographic, regional, and economic circumstances. While there is no single template for

tribal self-governance, tribal consortia are generally formed by resolutions enacted by their

‘member Tribes.” These resolutions authorize the consortia to provide services and

advocacy on behalfofthe Tribe and serve as a delegationofauthority to act on the Tribe’s

behalf. Resolutions are specific, and can delegate authority to the consortia on a wide range

[ISDEAA] contracts submitted by the 229 Tribes/Tribal Organizations who are within the
Region's jurisdiction... ”).
* 25 US.C. § 5381(2)(5) (“The term “inter-tribal consortium” means a coalition of two
[or] more separate Indian tribes that join together for the purposeofparticipating in self-
govemance, including tribal organizations.” (footnote omitted).
” See, e.g., 25 U.S.C. § 5383(c)(1)(B) (“The qualified applicant pool for self-governance
shall consistofeach Indian tribe that ... has requested participation in self-govemance by
resolution or other official action by the governing bodyof each Indian tribe to be served").

8



or limited number of functions and activities.” Tribes typically retain control over the

consortia through boardsofdirectors that are controlled by member Tribes.

There is no one prescriptive tribal consortium model—Alaska Tribes organize

themselves into consortia at the statewide, regional, and sub-regional levels. The Alaska

Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC) is astatewide organization that represents and

‘provides certain healthcare services to all 229 of Alaska’s Tribes and beneficiaries.” At

the regional level, there are twelve tribal consortia, often referred to as the “regional non-

profits”? In some regions, a single tribal consortia provides region-wide social services

and health care services.” In other regions, there is a regional non-profit and a separate

** Some tribal consortia are empowered by their member Tribes to conduct government-
to-government consultation with federal and state agencies. Tribal consortia often submit
written comments on proposed federal actions. For example, the tribal resolutions
establishing Amici UTBB explicitly designate UTBB as a political subdivision of the
member Tribe and representative of the Tribe’s governmental interests, with all powers
and immunities that the member Tribe possesses as a federally-recognized Tribe.
*' Wilson v. Alaska NativeTribal Health Consortium, 39 F. Supp. 3d 926, 934 (D. Alaska
2019),appeatdismissed, No. 19-35707, 2019 WL7946348(9thCir.Dec. 302019).
* These consortia pre-date the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and are wholly
separate entities from the for-profit Alaska Native Corporations. See 43 U.S.C. § 1606(a);
Barron v. Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, 373 F. Supp. 3d 1232, 1240 (D. Alaska
2019) (“While Alaska Native Corporations are owned and managed by Alaska Natives,
they are distinct legal entities from Alaska Native tribes. .. . Unlike an Alaska Native
Corporation, [the non-profit tribal health consortium] is an entity created and controlled by
Alaska Native tribes that promotes tribal self-determination and fulfills governmental
functions.” (citations omitted).
* For example, Manilag Association provides health care, tribal services, and social
services for the Tribes in Northwest Alaska. Maniilaq Association, About Us,
http://www. maniilag.org/about-us/.

9



regional tribal health organization, the former focused on social services delivery while the

latter provides health care.”

Alaska Tribes have also formed sub-regional tribal consortia that are governmental

and service organizations that fall between tribal governments and regional tribal consortia.

For example, the Councilof Athabascan Tribal Governments (CATG) provides health care,

natural resource, and early childhood education services to the ten federally-recognized

Gwich’in and Koyukon Athabascan Tribes in the Yukon Flats region of the Interior.”*

These villages, such as Amici Arctic Village Council, have chosen to split their services

between two tribal consortia—CATG and Amicus Tanana Chiefs Conference, which the

‘Tribes have designated to administer a variety of other governmental services.”

Tribes in each regionofAlaska organize differently. Forexample, the Copper River

region is home to eight federally-recognized Tribes. One Tribe, the Native Village of

Chitina, has chosen to manage its own health care and has its own independent funding

* For example, in Southeast Alaska, Central Councilofthe Tlingit& Haida Indian Tribes
of Alaskar-provides a variety of educational, social, and economic-services;-white-the
SouthEast Alaska Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) administers health care
services. Central Council of the Tlingit & Haida is a federally-recognized Tribe, 86 Fed.
Reg. 7554, 7557 (2021), and SEARHC is a tribal consortium of fifteen federally-
recognized Tribes. Answering Brief of SEARHC at 3, 2020 WL 2948077, Cole v. Alaska
Island Cty. Servs., 834 Fed. Appx. 366, 367 (9th Cir. 2021); Southeast Alaska Regional
Health Consortium, About Us, hitps:/searhe.org/about-us/.
® Council of Athabascan Tribal Govemments, Board of Chiefs,
htps://www.catgorglooard-members/; Id, Exercising Tribal Powers,
hitp://www.catg.org/exercising-tribal-powers.
“ Tanana Chiefs Conference, Services,https://www.tananachiefs org/services/fribal; Id.,
Communities in Our Region, htp://www.tananachiefs.org/about/communities.
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agreement with the Indian Health Service (HS).”’ Two Tribes—Chistochina and Mentasta

Lake—have joined together to form Mt. Sanford Tribal Consortium (Kelt’aeni), which

provides health care and advances the common interestsofthe two neighboring Upper

Ahtna communities.” Finally, the other five Tribes in the region—Cantwell, Gakona,

Gulkana, Kluti-Kaah, and Tazlina—have joined together to form Appellee Copper River

Native Association (CRNA).

Tribes can also employ a hybrid model, where they administer some services

themselves and then compact with one or more tribal consortia for other services. For

example, the Native Village of Eyak administers its own village clinic and tribal family

services program, but also designates the regional tribal consortia Chugachmiut to

administer other services.”

This landscape of service delivery is sovereignty in action. Tribes can choose to

administer their own programs if they wish, or they can take advantage of the

organizational benefits of cooperation and join together to create institutions that provide

them with administrative and logistical advantages in delivering services. Tribes can also

“Indian Health Serv. Alaska Area Tribal Health Organizations,
hitps://www.ihs.gov/alaskatribalhealthorganizations/ (listing the governing body of the
Tribe, the Chitina Traditional Village Council).

14. (listing Mt. Sanford Tribal Consortium as having its own funding agreement with
IHS).
? 1d. (listing CRNA as having its own funding agreement with THS).
* 1d, (isting Native Village of Eyak as having its own funding agreement); Native Village
of Eyak, Tribal Family Services, https:/iwww.eyak-nsn goviprograms/tribal-family-
services; Chugachmiut, About Chugachmiut, bitps://www.chugachmiut.org/about-
us/about-chugachmiut.
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rescind their participation in a tribal consortium when that organization no longer meets

the Tribe's needs. This flexibility is supported by federal policy and maximizes tribal

autonomy and self-determination.

IL RUNYONRELIES ON AN OVERSIMPLIFICATION OFTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
TRIBES AND THEIR CONSORTIA, DIVERGES FROM FEDERAL SOVEREIGN
IMMUNITY LAW,ANDUNDERMINES TRIBAL SELF-DETERMINATION.

In Runyon v. Association of Village Council Presidents, this Court considered

whether a tribal consortium was shielded from suit by its member Tribes’ sovereign

immunity.” In a brief opinion, this Court noted that “[t]ribal status . . . may extend to an

institution that is the arm of multiple [T]ribes, such as ajoint agencyformed by several

tribal governments,” citing the Ninth Circuit's decision in Pink v. Modoc Indian Health

Project, Inc.,” and the Tenth Circuit's decision in Dille v. Council of Energy Resource

Tribes. But the Court then held that any such joint governmental agency would lack tribal

sovereign immunity—regardless of the agency's govemmental function, the amount of

tribal control over the agency, or otherfactors—ifthe Tribes incorporate it as a nonprofit

under state law. “By severing their treasuries from the corporation,” the Court held,

AVCP’s member Tribes “have also cut off their sovereign immunity before it reaches

3 84 P.3d 437, 440-41 (Alaska 2004).

* 1d, at440 (emphasis added).
* 157 F.3d 1185 (9th Cir. 1998).
* 801 F.2d 373 (10th Cir. 1986).
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VCP. Runyon’s one-dispositive-factor test, however, misapprehends the relationship

between Tribes and their consortia, undermines decades of federal policy supporting and

promoting tribal consortia, and impairs tribal self-governance and tribal self-determination.

Notably, not even the tribal consortia in Pink and Dille would pass the Runyon test.”

Federal law has long recognized thata tribal entity “that elects to incorporate does

not automatically waive its tribal sovereign immunity by doing so.””” Substance, not form,

is paramount under federal law.” This approach is evident in the Ninth Circuit's test for

* 84 P3dat 441.
* Pink, 157 F.3d at 1187 (“Modoc is a nonprofit corporation created and controlled by the
Alturas and Cedarville Rancherias, both federally recognized tribes.”); Dile v. Council of
Energy Res. Tribes, 610 F. Supp. 157, 158 (D. Colo. 1985) (“CERT is organized as a
‘nonprofit corporation that only Indian tribes mayjoin.”).
*? Am. Vantage Cos. Inc. v. Table Mountain Rancheria, 292 F.3d 1091, 1099 (9th Cir.
2002), as amended on denialofreh’g (uly 29, 2002); Cook v. AVI Casino Enters., Inc.
548 F.3d 718, 726 (9th Cir. 2008) (affirming a tribal corporation to be armofthe Tribe and
thus possessing sovereign immunity); Pink v. Modoc Indian Health Project, Inc., 157 F.3d
1185, 1189 (9th Cir. 1998) (conceming a tribal organization that was organized as a
nonprofit corporation).
*Indeed,organizingunderthecorporateformandpossessing tribal sovereigntyhavenever
been mutually exclusive. For example, in 1936 when Congress extended the Indian
Reorganization Actto Alaska, itincludedaprovisionallowing Tribestotake on a corporate
form to conduct government affairs. Act of May 1, 1936, Pub. L. No. 74-538,§ 2, 49 Stat.
1250, 1250-51 (1936), 25 U.S.C. § 5119. This is not unique to Alaska—there are many
‘examples of Tribes organized as federal corporations, as well as non-profit and for-profit
state corporations, both before and after their recognitionbythe federal government. See,
e.8., South Carolina v. Catawba Indian Tribe, Inc., 476 U.S. 498, 500 n2 (1986) (noting
that the Catawba Indian Tribe was organized as a non-profit corporation organized under
South Carolina law); Toineeta v. Andrus, 503 F. Supp. 605, 607 (W.D. N.C. 1980) (noting
that the Eastem Band of Cherokee was issued a corporate charter by the State of North
Carolina, and operated under that charter prior to federal recognition); Huron Potawatomi,
Inc. v. Stinger, 574 N.W.2d 706, 707 (Mich. Ct. App. 1997) (discussing Huron
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determining when tribal entities may assert tribal sovereign immunity. To determine

‘whether an entity is an arm of a Tribe—or Tribes—for purposes of sovereign immunity,

the Ninth Circuit weighs five nonexclusive factors, known as the “White factors”: “(1) the

method of creation of the economic entities; (2) their purpose; (3) their structure,

ownership, and management, including the amountofcontrol the tribe hasoverthe entities;

(4) the tribe’s intent with respect to the sharing of its sovereign immunity; and (5) the

financial relationship between the tribe and the entities.””” An entity found to be an arm of

the Tribe, or Tribes, possesses sovereign immunity and is immune from suit unless it has

‘waived its immunity or consented to the litigation.

‘The Tenth Circuit first developed this factors-based approach in Breakthrough.

There, the court weighed whether the Chukchansi Economic Development Authority and

the Chukehansi Gold Resort & Casino were “arms” of the Picayune Rancheria of the

Chukchansi Indian Tribe.*' The Tenth Circuit observed that the District Court had followed

a prior court in “agree{ing] with Runyon’s determination that” one factor—“the financial

relationship between the entity and the tribe and whether a judgment against the entity

Potawatomi’s organization as a Michigan non-profit corporation prior to federal
recognition).
* White v. Univ. of California, 765 F.3d 1010, 1025 (quoting Breakthrough Mgmt. Grp.,
Inc. v. Chukchansi Gold Casino & Resort, 629 F.3d 1173,1187 (10th Cir. 2010)); see also
Barron v. Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, 373 F. Supp. 3d 1232, 1239-40 (D.
Alaska 2019) (applying the White factors to ANTHC).
“© See Barron, 373 F. Supp. 3d at 1240 (quoting Okla. Tax Comm'n v. Citizen Band of
Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498 U.S. 505, 509 (1991).

*! Breakthrough, 629 F.3d at 1176-77.
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would affect tribalassets" —was dispositive in determining arm-of-the-tribe immunity.”

‘The Tenth Circuit reversed, stating: “[a]lthough we recognize that the financial relationship

between a tribe and its economic entities isa relevant measure of the closeness of their

relationship,” prior case law “plainly demonstrates that it is no a dispositive inquiry.”

Instead, the Tenth Circuit articulated a multifactor test, later adopted by the Ninth Circuit

in White and other courts across the country.

White makes apparent the shortcomings of a one-factor test based on financial

relationships. There, the court held that the Kumeyaay Cultural Repatriation Committee

was an arm of its member Tribes and therefore possessed sovereign immunity after

employing a holistic analysis of the relationship between the Tribes and the Committee:

[Tlhe Repatriation Committee was created by resolution of cach of the
Tribes, with its power derived directly from the Tribes’ sovereign authority.
The Repatriation Committee is comprised solelyoftribal members, who act
on its behalf. [Repatriation Comittee] tribal representatives are appointed
by each tribe. The process by which the Repatriation Committee designates
the particular tribe to receive remains under [the] Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act is defined and accepted by the Tribes. The
Repatriation Committee is funded exclusively by the Tribes. ... [T]he whole
purpose of the Repatriation Comittee, to recover remains and educate the
public,is “coreto the-notionofsovereignty.” Indeed, “preservationoftribal
cultural autonomy [and] preservation of tribal self-determination,” are some
ofthe central policies underlying the doctrineoftribal sovereign immunity.*

“ 1d. at 1186.
1d. at 1187 (emphasis in original).

“ White, 765 F.3d at 1025 (quoting Breakthrough, 629 F.3d at 1188).
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As explained in more detail in the Appellee Copper River Native Association and Amicus

Tanana Chiefs Conference briefs, the Ninth Circuit Courtof Appeals and the United States

District Court for the District of Alaska take this more nuanced approach.** And as this

Court has recognized, Alaska courts “take guidance from federal law and the Ninth

Circuit™** in defining the contoursoftribal sovereign immunity.

‘That Runyon is out of step with federal law is only half the point.*’ Runyon

effectively removes Tribes’ ability to exercise fundamental governmental rights when

* See Cole v. Alaska Island Cy. Servs., 834 Fed. Appx. 366, 367 (9th Cir. 2021) (“The
district court properly dismissed Cole’s claims against [SEARHC] because those claims
are barred by tribal sovereign immunity.”); Wilson v. Alaska Native Tribal Health
Consortium, 399 F. Supp. 3d 926, 936 (D. Alaska 2019) (dismissing claims against
ANTHC because it is “an arm of the tribe” and “maintains tribal sovereign immunity”
(quotation marks omitted), appeal dismissed, No. 19-35707, 2019 WL 7946348 (9th Cir.
Dec. 30,2019); Matyascik v. Arctic Slope Native Ass nLid., No. 2:19-cv-0002-HRH, 2019
WL 3554687 at *5 (D. Alaska Aug. 5, 2019) (holding that [ASNA], which administers
health and social services for eight North Slope Tribes, is “entitled to sovereign immunity
because it is an arm of its member tribes”); Barron v. Alaska Native Tribal Health
Consortium, 373 F. Supp. 3d 1232, 1240 (D. Alaska 2019) (“ANTHC is an entity created
and controlled by Alaska Native tribes that promotes tribal self-determination and fulfills
‘governmentalfunctions.Accordingly,it constitutesanerm oftheAlaskaNativetribesthat
is entitled to sovereign immunity.”).
* Douglas Indian Ass'n v. Central CouncilofTlingit & Haida Indian Tribesof Alaska,
403 P.3d 1172, 1178 (Alaska 2017).
“7 See JL. Ward Assocs. Inc. v. Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health Bd. 842 F. Supp.
2d 1163, 1176-77 (D. S.D. 2012) (citing Pink v. Modoc Indian Health Project, Inc., 157
F.3d 1185, 1187 (9th Cir. 1998)) (holding that a tribal health consortium organized as a
nonprofit corporation was providing “health care and related services to tribal members
and member Indian tribes” that were “closer to the functions ofa tribal government than a
business” and that the “purposes of tribal sovereign immunity would be furthered by
extending the tribes’ immunity” to the consortia. “Providing adequate health care to their
constituents... is a very real concern for sovereign Indian tribes.”).
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acting collectively. In effect, Runyon impairs and undercuts tribal self-governance by

‘penalizing Tribes for their cooperation, efficiency, and creativity. It forces a Tribe to

choose between its state-court sovereign immunity and exercising its self-determination.

Runyon likewise stands in contrast to decades of federal policy in which Congress

and federal agencies encouraged Tribes to form tribal consortia and have recognized that

tribal sovereign immunity is essential to “promote the ability of Indian tribes to control

their own enterprises.” Runyon’s overemphasis on the corporate form effectively inhibits

the right of Alaska Native peoples to determine how they will manage their resources,

organize and deliver their governmental services, govern their affairs, and execute their

sovereignty.

IIL ADOPTING THE WHITE TEST WILL NOT LEAD TO IMMUNITY FOR ALL TRIBAL
ORGANIZATIONS.

For over a decade federal and state courts across the Nation have used multi-factor

tests like the one set out in White to evaluate whether tribal organizations enjoy armofthe

Tribe immunity,” and this has not led to wholesale immunity for all tribal organizations.

On apracticallevel,the White factors-do-not presupposeanyoutcome-for&

particular tribal organization. Courts must employ the factors on a case-by-case, and

organization-by-organization, basis. But using a multifactor analysis, rather than the

“pink ISTE 18s.
* See, e.g.,GreatPlains Lending, LLCv. Dep't ofBanking, No. 20340, 2021 WL 2021823
(Conn. May 20, 2021) (analyzing previous federal and state court decisions and adopting
Breakthrough factors).
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single Runyon factor, provides these courts a wider lens through which to evaluate the

relationship between Tribes and their consortia. Relying on a single financial connection

factor hampers Alaska courts’ ability to fully evaluate whether tribal sovereign immunity

should apply. Given the diversity of ways Tribes may elect to organize into consortia, the

‘multi-factor White test allows courts to performa more nuanced analysis.

As in the case at bar, tribal organizations claiming immunity must take affirmative

steps to demonstrate how their organizations may meet the White factors. For example, in

Barron v. Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, ANTHC provided the court with its

Bylaws, an affidavit from its CEO setting forth ANTHC’s operation, management, and

purpose, and the health compact between ANTHC and the United States. The court

analyzed these documents against the five White factors in determining that ANTHC is an

armofits member Tribes possessing sovereign immunity."

Adopting the White factors will not create a wave of immunity protecting all tribal

organizations across Alaska. The case law demonstrates that the ite test provides trial

courts—both federal and state—with a more robust tool to help them evaluate when, and

under what circumstances, a tribal consortium may have arm of the tribe immunity.

Because tribal sovercign immunity is “a matter of federal law and is not subject to

diminution by the States,” and Alaska courts “take guidance from federal law and the

*° Barron, 373 F. Supp. 3d at 1236 & n.39.
*! 1d. at 1239-40.
** Douglas Indian Ass'n v. Central Council of Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribesof Alaska,
403 P.3d 1172, 1176 (Alaska 2017) (quoting Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmty., S72 U.S.
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Ninth Circuit[]”*” in defining the contoursoftribal sovereign immunity, the time has come

for Alaska join to federal courts in adopting the White test for arm ofthe Tribe immunity.

CONCLUSION

Historically, as federal case law has evolved, this Court has shown a willingness to

reconsider its own precedent and update Alaska law accordingly, particularly when this

Court's interpretationsoftribal sovereignty have diverged from federal policy and federal

common law. And in John v. Baker, State v. Native Village of Tanana,”® and other cases

where this Court reassessed its treatmentofTribes in light of federal law developments,

the wamingsof dire consequences flowing from the evolutionofthis Courtsjurisprudence

have not materialized.”

782, 789 (2014)); see also Atkinson v. Haldane, 569 P.2d 151, 163 (Alaska 1977)
(“Becauseofthe supremacyoffederal law, we are bound to recognize the doctrineoftribal
sovereign immunity .....”).
** Douglas, 403 P.3d at 1178.
** 982 P.2d 738, 749-50 (Alaska 1999) (moving away from the Court's decision in Native
Vill. of Stevens v. Alaska Mgmt. & Planning, 757 P2d 32 (Alaska 1988) and
acknowledging Alaska’s Tribes as federally recognized).
#249P.34734, 751 (Alaska2011) (acknowledgingthat“imthenearly25yearssince [the]
Nenana decision, [the Courts] view of. .. tribal jurisdiction has become the minority
view” and that “{w]hat remains ofNenana must now be overruled.”).
* See also Simmonds v. Parks, 329 P.3d 995, 1007-08 (Alaska 2014) (adopting federal
tribal court exhaustion doctrine).
*! For example, in John v. Baker, where this Court affirmed that Alaska Native Tribes had
inherent sovereignty to resolve domestic disputes between members, it was suggested that
“Alaska law no longer applies to every Alaskan,” and “[t]he doors of Alaska’s courts will
no longer be open to all Alaskans.” 982 P.2d at 766 (Matthews, C.J. dissenting). In
Simmonds v. Parks, this Court affirmed full faith and credit to a tribal court order despite
being wamed by the StateofAlaska that sucharuling risked, “creating different classes of
citizens in Alaska with different legal rights, based on racial factors.” Brief of State of
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Though John and Tanana were domestic and child welfare cases, they, like this

case, concerned fundamental tribal powers and federal policy and law. When evaluating

casesthat have such a profound impact on Alaska Tribes, this Court's

twin interpretive lodestars are the tribe’s retained inherent sovereign powers
and congressional intent to limit or modify those retained inherent
‘powers. [This Court] follows] federal law by beginning from the premise
that tribal sovereignty with respect to issues of tribal self-governance exists
unless divested, and [it] will not lightly find that Congress intended to
eliminate the sovereign powersofAlaska tribes.”

Here, the court's decision in Runyon inhibits tribal self-governance and is contrary to

Congressional intent and federal common law. Changing Alaska precedent will not result

in a monumental shift, as the federal courts have been implementing the White factors for

years. This Court should affirm the opinionofthe superior court, adopt the White factors,

and bring Alaska case law and federal case law into alignment.

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of May, 2021.

Lot5 ertyTye (#0811067)
Matthew N. Newman (#1305023)
Maggie Massey (#1911098)
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND
745 W. 4® Avenue, Suite 502

Alaska at 39, 329 P.24 995 (2014). Similarly, in State v. Central CouncilofTlingit & Haida
Indian TribesofAlaska, this Court affirmed Alaska Tribes” inherent sovereign jurisdiction
to initiate tribal child welfare proceedings, rejecting arguments by the StateofAlaska that
1050 find would “erect(] a direct and insurmountable barrier in front of the courthouse
doors” for non-Native parents and that this this “denial of access to state courts rends the
fabric of justice.” Brief of Appellants State of Alaska et al. at *47, 2013 WL 8854953
(quotation marks omitted), 371 P.3d 255 (Alaska 2016).
* Parks, 329 P.3d at 1008 (quotation marks omitted) (citing John, 982 P.2d at 751-52; and
quoting Tanana, 249 P.3d at 750).
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